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In [3], Connes defines the notion of a theta-summable Fredholm 
module over a Banach algebra A with identity. This consists of a Z,-graded 
Hilbert space H = H+ 0 H ~ carrying a continuous representation of A, 
and an odd self-adjoint operator 9: H’ --t H’ with the following proper- 
ties: 
(1) if a E A, the operator [9, a] is densely defined and extends to a 
bounded operator on H, and there is a constant N(9) such that 
II4 + IIC~Y allI GN~a)Il4.; 
(2) for some E>O, Tr em” -‘)@ is finite. 
Here and in the rest of this paper, (IA II denotes the norm of A as a bounded 
operator on H. One of the most important examples of a theta-summable 
Fredholm module is defined over the algebra A = C’(M) of differentiable 
functions on a compact spin-manifold M: H is the space of L2-sections of 
the spinor bundle S’, with A acting by multiplication, and 9 is the Dirac 
operator. 
Two different formulas have been proposed for the Chern character 
of a theta-summable Fredholm module, by Connes [3], and by Jaffe, 
Lesniewski, and Osterwalder [6]. In this paper, we show that if we adopt 
the second of these formulas as the definition of the Chern character, 
it is possible to simplify Connes’s theory of the Chern character from 
K-homology of a Banach algebra to entire cyclic cohomology in a number 
of ways. 
If A is an ungraded Banach algebra with identity, and A is the Banach 
space A/C, we let C,(A) be the entire normalized bar complex of A defined 
by Connes [3]; this is the Z-graded LF space obtained by taking the union 
of the completions of the space 
CA&P’” 
” 
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with respect o the collection of seminorms 
ZEN. 
Here, 11. Ijn is the projective tensor product norm on A 0 A on. The projec- 
tive norm is characterized as follows: the continuous dual (A 0, A @,“)’ is 
isomorphic to the space of continuous bilinear maps f: A x A ” + C. The 
completion of A Q A@‘” m this topology will be denoted C,,(A), and we will 
denote the element a,@ ... @a, of C,(A) by (a,, . . . . an)n, where aie A. 
Note that our normalization conventions differ from those of Connes: 
our chain C,, A,, corresponds in his normalization to the chain C, A,&!. 
Consider the two bounded operators on C,(A) 
n-1 
Ha,, . . . . un)n= 1 (-l)i(a,,...,aiui+,,...,u,),-, +(-l)n(a”,...,u,~,),-, 
r=O 
and 
B(a 0, ...y Un)n= i (-l)“(l, Uiy ...) U,, UC), . ..y Ui-l)n+l. 
i=O 
Note that b2 = 8’ = [b, B] = bB + Bb = 0. Connes defines the entire cyclic 
homology HE,(A) of A to be the homology of the complex (C,(A), b + B). 
The operator b + B is inhomogeneous, so that HE,(A) is only Z,-graded; 
we denote the even subspace by HE + and the odd subspace by HE ~. 
The cobar complex C*(A) is the topological dual (C,(A))’ of the bar 
complex; this is the same thing as the space of continuous multi-linear 
forms on A x A@‘“. This space carries two boundaries obtained by forming 
the adjoints of b and B acting on C,(A); we will denote these operators by 
the letters b and B too. The cohomology of the complex (C*(A), b + B) is 
called the entire cyclic cohomology of A, and is denoted HE*(A). The 
pairing between C*(A) and C,(A) induces a pairing between HE*(A) and 
HE,(A), which we write (., .): HE*(A)@ HE;(A) + C. 
Let (H, 9) be a theta-summable Fredholm module over A. In (2.3) we 
give the definition, due to Jaffe, Lesniewski, and Osterwalder, of the Chern 
character Ch*(9)E C+(A) of this Fredholm module; part (1) of the 
following theorem is due to them. 
THEOREM A. (1) The Chern character of u theta-summable Fredholm 
module is closed: 
(b+ B)Ch*(g)=O. 
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(2) If V-C 97,) is a differentiable one-parameter family of Fredholm 
codules over A such that 4, is bounded, there is a cochain 
Ch*(gr, &r)~ C-(A) such that 
(3) Zf Tre m’g2<m for all t>O, and tf6S7=r9 for r>O, 
(b+B)<h*(L& 9)=dcy;S) 
Thus, in these two cases, the class of Ch*(Br) in HE +(A) is independent of 
the parameter 7. 
An element of the space K,(A) may be represented by an idempotent 
PE M,(A), that is, an operator satisfying p2= p. In Section 1, we will 
define a Chern character map from idempotents p to cyclic chains 
Ch,(p) E C+(A), which has the advantage over Connes’s choice that it is 
closed under the boundary b + B; this Chern character is given by the same 
formula as that of Hood and Jones [S, p. 362 J. The analogue for Ch,( p) 
of Theorem A is the following theorem, which we prove in Section 1. 
THEOREM B. Given an idempotent p, its Chern character Ch,(p) E 
C +(A) satisfies 
(b + B) Ch,(p) = 0. 
(2) If pr: LOP, II--) M,(A) . IS a one-parameter family of idempotents, 
there is a chain Ch,(p,, I~,)E C-(A) such that 
tb+~&(p,,P,)= 
dCh,(p,) 
dT . 
Thus, the homology class of the Chern character in HE +(A) is independent 
of f. 
In the course of this paper, the following theorem, proved in Section 2, 
turns out to be quite useful; it shows that Fredholm modules are stable 
under bounded perturbations. 
THEOREM C. If (H, 9) is a Fredholm module over A and V is an odd self- 
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adjoint bounded operator on H, then (H, 9 + V) is a theta-summable 
Fredholm module, and 
~re~‘l~“‘2)‘~+Y’~~e’l+2/“‘1Yll*~~re-’l~”’~~ 
Finally, in Section 3, we prove the following index formula. 
THEOREM D. If (H, 9) is a Fredholm module over A and p E M,(A) is an 
idempotent, let 9p be the Fredholm operator p. 9 . p on the Hilbert space 
p[H@C’]. Zf we denote the index of 9: : p[H + QCr] -+ p[H - QC’] by 
ind(gP), then the following formula holds: 
(Ch*(9), Ch,(p)) = ind(gP). 
It is possible to generalize the notion of a theta-summable Fredholm 
module by replacing the condition that 9 is self-adjoint by the condition 
that 9 - 9* is bounded. All of the results of this paper may be generalized 
to this setting; however, the proofs become more cumbersome, since we can 
no longer use the spectral theorem to perform the necessary estimates, and 
must instead make use of the perturbation theory of analytic semigroups 
and Trotter’s product formula. 
We thank A. Lesniewski and A. Jaffe for helpful discussions. 
1,. THE CHERN CHARACTER OF AN IDEMPOTENT 
Consider an idempotent p = (pU) E M,(A), which represents the class 
[p] E K,(A). The following two chains are the only elements of C,(A) that 
can be defined using the matrices p and 1 and the standard trace on 
M,(A): 
P, = Wp, . . . . P)~I= 1 (Pioil Pilr*> ...t Pikb)n 
io in 
q, = Tr(L P, . . . . P)n= 1 tlY Pill*? *..9 Pikil)n. 
il...io 
Since p2 = p, the boundaries of these chains are as follows if n is even, 
bpn=pn-1 
bqn=Qn-I-qn-, 
BP,=(n+l)qn+, 
Bq,,=O 
while if n is odd, bp, = bq, = Bp, = Bq, = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Define the Chern character in C,(A) of p by the 
formula 
ChJp)=po+ f (-Uk 
k=l 
y(P2k-$?2k) 
=(p)()+ f (-l)*q(P-;, P ,..., P) . 
k=l 2k 
Then (b + B) Ch,(p) = 0, and linear combinations of the form 
s Ch,( p) + t Ch,( l), s, t E C, are the only combinations of pzk and qzk which 
haoe this property. (Note that ChJl) equals go.) 
Proof: It is easy to see that Ch,(p) satisfies the estimates for it to be a 
member of C,(A). To show that this chain and q,, are the unique closed 
combinations in the elements pzk and qzk, let us write out the arbitrary 
linear combination of p2k and qlk: 
k;o(,p,k+ tkq2k). 
Applying the boundary b + B, we obtain 
It follows that sk = -21, for all k > 0, and that sk = -2(2k - 1 )sk _, , which 
has two independent solutions, in the first of which to = 0 and Sk = 
( -l)k (2k)!s,/k!, and in the second of which to is arbitrary and sk = 0 for 
all k. 1 
Note that the coeflicients of the chains pzk and q2k in Ch,(p) are all 
integers. 
Connes [2] has introduced the following chain, which he calls the Chern 
character of the idempotent p: 
Ch,(p)= f (-l)kFp,,. 
k=O 
This character has the disadvantage that it is not closed with respect o the 
boundary operator b + B, which leads Connes to a certain amount of 
difficulty in developing his theory. 
We shall now investigate the behaviour of the Chern character Ch,(p) 
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under a differentiable homotopy of the idempotent p. If p7: [0, l] -+ M,(A) 
is a differentiable one-parameter family of idempotents, then 
where a, = @,(2p, - 1). 
Indeed, this follows from the formula pr fir + fi, pr = PT. 
We now make use of the following lemma. If a~ A, let ~(a): 
C,(A) + C, + ,(A) be the map of the bar complex defined by 
Also, let L(u): C,(A) -+ C,,(A) denote the operator 
L(a) . (%b ...> un)n = i tutI, ..., C”v uil9 ‘..Y un)n, 
i=o 
Note that I(U) is an odd operator; thus, by [b, z(u)] and [B, r(u)], we 
mean the anticommutator. The following lemma shows that the operator 
L(u) acts by zero on Hochschild and cyclic homology; its proof is a 
straightforward combinatoric exercise. 
LEMMA 1.2. The operators l(u) and L(u) are bounded on C,(A), and 
satisfy the following formulas: 
(1) Cb, da)1 = L(a) 
(2) C& 4a)l= 0. 
Since [b + B, l(u)] = L(u), we obtain the following result, completing the 
proof of Theorem B. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let chh,(p, q) denote the odd cyclic chain ch,( p, q) = 
r(q(2p- l)).Ch,(p). Then 
dCh,(p,) 
dT = (b + B) &(Pv d7). 
Proof. Since L(u,) s pn = Ij,, and L(u,) . q,, = Q”, it follows that 
dCh,(p,) 
dz = Ua,) .Ch,(p,). 
Lemma 1.2 and the fact that (b + B) Ch,(p,) = 0 combine to complete the 
proof. 1 
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2. THE CHERN CHARACTER OF A FREDHOLM MODULE 
In this section, we will study the definition of the Chern character of a 
theta-summable Fredholm module given in [6]. In order to define the 
Chern character, it is helpful to introduce the following notation. Let A, be 
the n-simplex 
{(t ,,..., t,,)~R”lO<t,< ... dt,,<l}. 
If A i, 0 < id n, are operators on H, we define 
(A o,...,An)n=l Sfr(Aoe-‘~~2A1e-“2-~I)~2...A,e-(l-’~)~2). 
‘4, 
Here the supertrace Str A of an operator A on H is defined to be 
StrA=TrA).+ - Tr Al n-. The following lemma gives an estimate for 
(A o, . . . . A,),. 
LEMMA 2.1. If the operators Ai and Bi are bounded, and at most k of the 
operators A, are non-zero, then 
I(A,~+B,,...,A,~+B,),I~' 
-k/2 Tr e -(I -&)9’ n 
(n-k)! ,vI, (II Aill + IlBill), 
where E > 0 is a constant such that Tr e -1’ -E)92 < co. 
ProojI These bounds are a simple consequence of the Holder inequality 
for the trace on a Hilbert space: if /A lip denotes the p-Schauder norm of 
the operator A, and crO + ... + u, = 1, we have 
ITrVo~~~A.)I 6 IIAoII~o~~~~ llAnlloLl. 
If we change variables on the simplex from 0 G t, 6 ... < t, 6 1 to 
a,+ ... + G,, = 1, where 0, = t, + , - t, 3 0, we see that 
I(A,~++B,,...,A.~++B,),I 
< s ITr((A,9 + B,)e mb0Li2..(Ang +B,)e m0~~2)l & 
,< d,Jl(A~~+B,)e-“O~211,-~...II(A,~+B,)e-u~~2/~,~. 1 
In estimating II(Ag + B)e-“~211umI, we use the facts that 
II,4~e~“~2110.~ 6 I(A(I . I(&-Eb9211 . (Ie-“-c)ug*lJb-I 
< (2esa) -“‘(Tr e -” --c)92)6. JJA/I, 
580/84/2-7 
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and that 
llBe -09~11 oml < 11~11 . lie -oy*ll.-~ f (Tr e -82)u. IIW. 
The proof is finished by using the bound jdn (co.. . ck _ 1) -‘/2 < 
2Qn - k)!. 1 
Using the fact that 
<A 0, ...,A,97 Ai+,,..., An)= (Ao,...,Ai,~Ai+l,...,A,), 
we obtain a number of bounds that are not explicitly contained in the 
above lemma. For example, if the operators A i are all bounded, then we 
obtain the following bounds’ 
(A 0, . . . . [9, A;], . . . . A.)n<2E”2~‘el;l’ --E’y2 llA,J ... llA,ll (2.la) n . 
(A 
-ITre-(1-“)“2 
0, . ..> ~2r...J.).+,<E (n-1), IlAoll . . . IlAnll. (2.lb) 
The following lemma collects some useful formulas involving the forms 
<A ,,, . . . . A,),; parts of it are borrowed from [4,6]. In the statement of the 
lemma, we write I Al E Z, for the degree of an operator A acting on the 
graded Hilbert space H; that is, (Al = 0 if A is even, and (Al = 1 if A is odd. 
LEMMA 2.2. In each of the following cases, we assume that the operators 
A, are such that each term is well-defined. 
(1) (A,, . . . . A,),=(-11 (I4 + .” +l&lIMA,l + .” +l4) 
X (Ai, ..*T An, A,, ...v A, - l>n 
(2) (A,, . . . . A,),= f C-1) (la01 +“’ +lLllNl4l + ..+la.l) 
i=O 
X(~,A~,...,A,,AO,...,A,-,),+I 
(3) i (-1) lAo’ + “+lA’-“(A,, . . . . . [9, Ai], . . . . A,),=0 
i=O 
(4) (Ao,..., Cg’,Ail,...,An)n= (A,, ...T Ai-lA,,Ai+l,...,A.).-I 
- (A,, ...T A, - 1, A,Ai+ 1, ...) An), 1 
(5) Zf CST is a differentiable one-parameter family of self-adjoint odd 
operators on H such that Tr e -‘z is uniformly bounded as t varies, we have 
;(A o, . . . . A,,),+ i (A o,...,A,, C~r,~jrl,Ai+I,...,A.).+1=0. 
,=O 
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ProoJ The cyclic symmetry in (1) follows from the fact that 
Str[A, B] =O. To prove (2) we start from the equation 
<A 0, “., A,>.=/ Str(Aoe~‘~~z...A~e~(‘-‘~)~2)d~d~, . ..d(.. 
co.11 x& 
We divide the region of integration into n + 1 pieces 
Ri= {ti<S<ti+*). 
Each of these regions R, is a simplex, which contributes the term 
(-4 0, .-,A,, LA,.,, . . . . A,),+1 
to the sum, from which (2) follows. 
Part (3) follows directly from the fact that 
To prove part (4) we observe that 
Ce-@J]+ ‘e-S’d2~9*,A]e~(I-,,s2d,=0, s 0 
Replacing ~$9~ by (ti+, - ti)9*, and using the substitution U= 
fti+l- 2,)s + t;, we obtain 
Ce -(f,+l -@, A,] + 
I 
11 +1 e-‘“+I -492[9*, Ai]e-‘“-‘,‘“2dU=(). 
1, 
Inserting this into the definition of (A,, ,,., [22*, Ai], . . . . A,), gives the 
desired formula. 
To prove part (5), observe that by Leibniz’s rule, 
;(A o, . . . . A,) 
-t i Str AOe-rl”2 
i=O 
. ..A.d’e-(‘~~~“l”:)A,+,...A”e-“-“’”’)=O. (*) 
We now recall Duhamel’s equation 
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Replacing 9: by (rim, - t,)gz, and using the substitution U= 
(ti + , - t,)s + li, we obtain 
The formula follows from substituting this into (*). 1 
As a last preliminary result, we prove the stability of Fredholm modules 
under perturbation by a bounded operator. First we recall the fact that if A 
and B are positive self-adjoint operators, then 
TreeAPB<TremA. (2.2) 
Proof of Theorem C. Let (H, 9) be a Fredholm module over A, and let 
V be an odd self-adjoint bounded operator on H. If a E A, then 
which is the first part of the definition of a theta-summable Fredholm 
module. 
To prove that 9 + V has trace class heat kernel, introduce the operators 
A=(l-&)@ 
B=&?*/2+(1-s/2)(9’+ V9+ V2)+(1+2/c)IIV/12. 
Note that A + B= (1 -e/2)(9+ P’)*+ (1 +2/s)IIVII*, and that A is a 
positive operator. To see that B is positive, we use the fact that 
-(9V+ V~)Q&~*2/2+2V*/&~&~*2/2+2(1VII*/&. 
Thus, applying (2.2) we obtain 
Tr e -(I -E/*)(9 + V? (1 + */E)ll V/l* < Tr e -(I -E)@. m 
The Chern character of a theta-summable Fredholm module (H, 9) of 
Jaffe, Lesniewski, and Osterwalder [6] is the even cochain Ch*(g) on A 
defined by the formula 
(2.3) 
Note that the right-hand side vanishes if ai = 1 for 1~ i < 2k, as it must in 
order to define a normalized cochain. The following result of [6] shows 
that Ch*(9) defines an element of HE +(A). 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. The cochain Ch*(9) is a closed element of C*(A), 
that is, (b + B) Ch*(9). 
Proof: The proof that Ch*(9) is an element of C*(A), is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 2.1, which shows that 
I(ChZk, (a,, . . . . a2k)2k)l G 
N(g) 2k+(T,,-(I-,,& 
(2k)! II VII . llaOll A . . . Ila2kll A. 
To prove that (b + B) Ch*(9) = 0, we apply Lemma 2.2(3) with A, = a, 
and A, = [9, ai J for 1 < i < 2k - 1. This leads to the following formula: 
(cg? %I, . . . . [% a2k - ,1)2k - I 
2k - I 
+ 1 (-l)“(aoy [g, a,], . . . . [g2, a,], . . . . [g? a2k-11)2kL1=0. 
r=l 
By Lemma 2.2(2), the first of these terms is just (BCh*(g), 
(a o, . . . . azk- l)Zk-,). Using Lemma 2.2(4), we will show that the rest of this 
sum is equal to (b Ch*(g), (a,, . . . . aZk- ,)*k- ,). Indeed, the term 
(-l)‘-‘(ao~ c9? a,]? . . . . cg2, ail, . . . . [% a2k-11)2k-L 
is equal to 
Adding all of this up and using the fact that C.9, a,ai + ,] = [9, a,] ai + 1 + 
a,[9, a,, r], we easily see that these terms do indeed conspire to give 
b Ch*(Q) evaluated on the chain (a,,, . . . . a2k ,)2k _ ,. 1 
We will now prove that the cohomology class defined by Ch*(9) is 
invariant under a differentiable homotopy of the operator 9. The for- 
mulation of this is reminiscent of Proposition 1.3. To start with, if V is an 
operator on H, let Ch*(9, V) be the cochain on A defined by the formula 
C&*(9, A), (a,, -., a,),) 
= ;go (-lYiY’(ao, 19, a,], -., Cg, ail, K Cg, ai+il, . . . . C9, a,l>,+I. 
(2.4) 
Note that, by Lemma 2.2(l), eh*(9, 1) =Ch*(g). Thus, the following 
result is actually a generalization of Proposition 2.3. 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. (1) The cochain ch*(9, V) is an element of C*(A) if 
either (a) V is bounded on H or (b) V = 9. 
(2) The cochain Ch*(9, V)E C+(A) if V is even, and 
6h*(9, I’) E C-(A) if V is odd. 
(3) Let cc*(9, V) be the element of C*(A) defined by the formula 
ta*tgh, v, (a,, “‘> a,),) 
=,jfo (-l)‘i- ‘)(‘v’ +“(aO, [9, a,], . . . . [V, Ui], . ..) [9, a,]),. 
Then 
(b + B) <h*($ V) + ( -l)lV’ 6h*(9, [9, V]) + (- 1)‘%*(9?, V) =O. 
Proof If V is a bounded operator on H, we see from Lemma 2.1 that 
I(+(% VI, (a,, .. . . u,),)l 6 b + ‘) 
n+~Tre-‘l-&)~* 
“‘9; + 1 ), Ilao II .A .. . Ila,ll ‘43 
so that Eh*(9, V) is indeed in C*(A). On the other hand, 
I(+(% 91, (a,, . . . . a,L,)l 
~(n+1)N(~)“f’~~“2Tre-~‘~“~Y’,laol,~~~~,la ,I 
. n! n A, 
and once more, we see that ch*(g, 9) E C*(A). To see that the parity of 
Eh*(9, V) is the same as that of V, we use the fact that (A, . . . . A,), 
vanishes unless lAoI + . . . + (A,1 = 0. The definition of Eh”(9, V) shows us 
that in our case, this parity equals laOI + . . . + la,,1 +n + 1 VI =n + 1 VI, 
proving (2). 
The proof of (3) is similar to the proof that (b + B) Ch*@) = 0: we start 
by applying Lemma 2.2(3) with 
(a09 j= 0, 
This gives 
x,+x*+x3=0, (**I 
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where 
x2= 1 (-l)ilvl+I-I 
j<i 
x (a,, cg, a,], ..., Cg27 u,l, ...2 IIs9 uil, v~ 1.7 II93 unl >n + 1 
+ 1 l-1) (i+l)lYl+,-1 
i>r 
JJ-~l)i(l~l+ll 
x (Q,, cg, Q,l, . ..1 ES ail, cg, VI, C% a,+ ,I, . . . . C% anI >, + I. 
Note that all of the terms in this formula are well-defined if either V is 
bounded or equals 9; this is seen by applying Lemma 2.1 or its corollaries 
(2.la) and (2.lb). 
We now sum (**) over O< i< n. By Lemma 2.2(2), we see after 
reordering terms that 
1 X, = (-l)‘“‘(BEh*(GS, I’), (u,,, . . . . a,),). 
Similarly, using Lemma 2.2( 4), 
1 X, = (( -1 )“‘b ch*(% V) + a*(9, I’), (a,, . . . . a,),). 
Finally, it is clear that 
1 Jf, = (G*(% C% VI), (a,,, ... . a,),). I 
We can now prove the main results of this section, which form parts (2) 
and (3) of Theorem A of the Introduction. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let ~3~ be u one-parameter family of operators on H 
such that either 
(1) the operators J%~ form a continuous family of bounded operators, 
or 
(2) Tre- I92 is finite for all t > 0 and gz = ~9. 
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Then we have the homotopy formula 
Proof. Observe that under both the above sets of assumptions, the heat 
kernel e -$ is uniformly trace-class for r in a bounded interval: if & is 
bounded, this follows from Theorem D, while if 97 = ~9, this is part of the 
hypothesis. Thus, we may apply Lemma 2.2(5), which shows that 
The formula is now an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.4. 
3. THE INDEX FORMULA 
In this section, we prove Theorem D, following Connes’s treatment [3] 
closely. That is, we will show that 
(Ch*(9), Ch,(p)) = ind(gp). (3.1) 
We start with the case in which p acts as a self-adjoint operator on H and 
commutes with 9. Using [9, p] = 0, it is easy to see that 
(Ch*(Q),Ch,(p))= (p)o+ f W~(,-1, C%p],..., C% PI 
k=l 
) 
2k 
We can now apply the following lemma (known as the McKean-Singer 
formula) with H= p[H @ C’] and D = p. 9 . p. 
LEMMA 3.1. If D is a self-aa’joint odd operator on a Hilbert space H with 
trace-class heat operator e- D2, then Str(epDZ) = ind(D), where ind(D) is the 
index of the operator D+: H+ + H-. 
This completes the proof of (3.1) in this special case. 
We now observe that the two sides of (3.1) are homotopy invariant as 
functions of 9 and p. For ind(gp), this follows from Fredholm theory, 
while for (Ch*(g), Ch,(p)), it is a consequence of Theorems A and B. 
Thus, in proving the theorem, we are free to choose 9 and p arbitrarily 
within their homotopy classes. We will use this freedom to arrange for p to 
be self-adjoint and to commute with 9. 
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Introduce the algebra A(9), which consists of all bounded operators a 
on H such that [Q, a] is bounded. This is a Banach *-algebra with the 
norm Ilull + lIr.9, a]ll, and (H, 9) is a theta-summable Fredholm module 
over A(9). Clearly, both of the maps PI--+ (Ch*(9), Ch,(p)) and 
p ++ ind(g,,) from K,(A) to Z factor through A(9) in the diagram 
K,(A) + &(A(~)) -+ Z. 
The following lemma is due to Kaplansky (see [ 1, Proposition 4.6.21). 
LEMMA 3.2. If A is a Banach *-algebra in which 1 + a*a is invertible 
for any aE A, any class in K,,(A) may be represented by a self-adjoint 
idempotent p E M,(A). 
This lemma applies in our situation: to show that 1 + a*a is invertible 
in A(Q), we use that (1 + a*u) -’ is a bounded operator on H, with 
I\(1 +a*a)-‘11 d 1, and 
II[SB, (1 +a*a)-‘][I< 11(1 +a*a)-‘[9, a*a](l +a*a)-‘/I 
Thus, at the cost of replacing A by A(9), we may assume in proving 
Theorem D that the idempotent p is self-adjoin& and thus that the 
operator 9p is self-adjoint. 
To finish the proof, we observe that the homotopy 
% = 9 + Qp - 1 )p, PI, 
betweentheoperators~,=~aand~~=p.~.p+(l-p).~.(l-p),leads 
to a homotopy of Fredholm modules (H, 9<,) over A(9) in the sense of 
Corollary 2.5( 1). Since [9i, p] vanishes, this shows that we may choose 9 
in such a way that it commutes with the idempotent p. This, we have 
succeeded in reducing the general case of Theorem D to the special one 
treated at the start of this section. 
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